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A C T

This paper describes the results of a solution to the

elastic-plastic-creep analysis of a long chick-walled cylinder under

cyclic loading conditions which include time dependent internal/ex-

ternal pressure, radial thermal gradients, as well as axial tractions

or displacements all of which can be applied in a non-proportional

manner. An efficient program has been written to yield results at

low computational cost, even for complicated load histories. The

present version of the program incorporates the latest constitutive

equations recommended for use in the procurement of United States

Atomic Energy Commission test facility components. A detailed des-

cription of the solution scheme is given. Two illustrative examples

are shown to demonstrate the utility of this program as a design cool

in elevated temperature design for components subjected to repeated

load histories.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The design of advanced reactor components such as Liquid Metal

Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFER) and High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor

(HTGR) Systems require inelastic analysis for elevated temperature ser-

vice. Design guides such as ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Code

Case 1331 set forth criteria limits to cover such phenomena as:

(A) Deform-"tion due to steady state and cyclic service,

(B) Creep (rupture) damage,

(C) Fatigue damage,

(D) Creep-fatigue interaction.

The analytical work in support of the design and fabrication

of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) components at Foster Wheeler

Corporation over the past two years reveals that by far the mcst severe

constraint is the deformation limits set forth in Code Case 1331. It

should be noted that the deformation associated with steady state

operations can be due to an elastic, elastic-plastic, or elastic-plastic-

creep response, whereas the deformation associated with cyclic operations

are due to the so-called "ratcheting" phenomenon. Referenrr-j [1, 2, 3]

demonstrate this phenomenon for some simple models, and Reference [4]

provides recent experimental evidence of creep ratcheting.

In order to assess ratcheting in a structural component as well

as creep and fatigue damage, the analyst must have at his disposal some

means of computing the stress and strain histories of the component.

The FFTF is a United States Atomic Energy Commission Test
Facility tn he built in Richland, Washington, for the purpose of testing
LNPBR fuels.



The presently available general purpose finite element computer programs

may be used to perform such calculations. However, as pointed out in

Reference [5], the cost associated with using such tools is extremely

high even for the simplest of loading histories. Due to cost considera-

tions, the use of a general purpose finite element program for analysis

with detailed histogram is justified only for the final analysis of the

most critical components. Therefore, some simpler and more efficient

technique is highly desirable for the inelastic analysis of structural

components.

One of the more popular design procedures in use at pre- -

sent is Bree's technique. Bree's technique [2, 3], an extension of

Miller's instructive models [1], has been attractive and widely used

because of its simplicity. Fr.?ever, in the interest of arriving at a

simple solution, Bree made some simplifying assumptions that may severely

limit the applicability of this technique to actual structural components.

Among these assumptions are:

(A) That although the model Bree chose was a thin wall

cylinder, the two dimensional stress state (axial and hoop stresses) is

reduced to a uniaxial stress state by considering only tho hoop stress

and neglecting the axial stress.

(B) The uniaxial stress state (hoop stress) consists of a

pressure stress, which remains constant throughout the cycle, and a

thermal stress, which varies linearly through the wall. Therefore, the

model is essentially statically determinate, and is based on a limited

temperature history with no pressure variation permitted.

(C) Transient creep is neglected since only a steady state

power law is used for creep.



(D) For the plasticity relation, only isotropic hardening

is considered.

The assumption of uniaxial stress state is unrealistic for

most pressure parts which are generally of at least two dimensional

stress state. For instance, for a long circular, closed end cylinder

of an outer radius of 9" and a thickness of 5/8", under pressure and

thermal loading conditions, our numerical results based on thick-wall

formulation reveals chat the axial stress is comparable to the hoop

stress. In addition, a structural component may be operating at some

elevated temperature range and under a complex group of postulated

pressure and temperature transients which are not accounted for in the

Bree analyses. Furthermore, recent refinement in the constitutive

rels. ions as detailed in [10] requires, among other things, the use

of Prager's kinematic hardening and Blackburn's cree^ correlation [11]

which includes transient as well as steady state creep. All these

requirements may render some if the basic assumptions in Bree's work

inadequate.

In addition to Bree's formulations [2, 3], the recently

available means in the literature for the elastic-plastic-creep analysis

of a long cylinder are the computer program written by Bard [6], and

the work by Frederick, Chubb and Bromley [7]. The computer program [6]

for a long thick-walled cylinder uses the solution scheme represented

by Landau and Zwicky [8], and is based on the formulation of aggregate

constitutive theory given by Schwiebert [9] rather than that of Prager's

kinematic hardening recommended by Reference [10]. In Reference [7],

isotropic hardening is used in the plasticity relation.



Based on the rate formulation given in [17], the present work

was undertaken to lift the above restrictions and make other improvements.

We chose as our analytical model, a long thick-walled cylinder under the

assumption of generalized plane strain or plane strain. The present

model can accept as time dependent quantities any axisymmetric temperature

distribution through the wall of the cylinder, internal and external

tractions, and average axial traction or axial strain. The material

constants such as elastic modulus, elastic-plastic modulus, thermal

expansion coefficient and yield stress are assumed to be temperature de-

pendent. At a multi-axial state of stresses, the material constants

in the plasticity and creep constitutive relations are determined by

uniaxial stress-strain curve and creep curves at various temperatures

and stress levels. An over-riding goal in the present work is to pro-

duce an inexpensive and easy-to-use tool for the designer.

This paper deals with the description of the problem formula-

tion and solution procedure. In order to meet the length limitations,

the details of the derivation of the solution given in Reference [17]

is not presented herein. For the s me reason, the listing of the pro-

gram which is written in FORTRAN IV, is also omitted since it is avail-

able on request at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The emphasis of

this paper is placed on programming considerations and its applicability

to high temperature desigr> problems as shown by two illustrative examples

given herein.



2.0 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION PROCEDURE

The structural model considered here is a long circular

thick-walled cylinder subjected to axisyminetric mechanical and thermal

loads that may vary with time but are of quasistatic nature. The

mechanical loads consist of the internal and/or external pressure,

and axial force or axial strain, while the thermal loads are due to

an arbitrary temperature distribution through the wall of the cylinder.

For a circular thick-walled cylinder of infinite length

subjected to axially symmetric mechanical and thermal loads, the prin-

cipal stresses are the radial, circumferential and axial stresses ar,

OQ and cz. Similarly, the principal strains are er, eg and ez. The

stresses and strains depend on the varying loading conditions and,

except Ez which remains constant throughout the wall of the cylinder

because of the plane strain or generalized plane strain assumption for

an infinitely long cylinder, they may also depend on the radial dis-

tance r. The strains £r and £Q can further be related to the radial

displacement u(r) by strain-deformation relation: er = 3u/8r, Eg = u/r.

The constitutive equations relating the strains to stresses, together

with equilibrium and compatibility conditions and strain-deformation

relation, must be used to solve for the field solution subjected to

boundary conditions at the inner radius r = a and the outer radius r = b.

Since the field solution is generally load path dependent- in

the presence of plastic and creep strains, it must be determined by using

an incremental procedure following the load path. We may therefore assume

that the field solution is known for the current state and proceed to

determine the incremental field solution corresponding to prescribed

incremental -nechanical and thermal loads which are applied quasistaticalJy.



A rate formulation will be used in the incremental procedure. We first

solve for the rates of stress, strain and displacement, under prescribed

rates of loads. The incremental field solution is then obtained by

multiplying the rate solution by a time increment At. Since the size

of time step plays an imnortant role in the accuracy of plastic-creep

strain analysis and in the numerical stability of creep strain analysis,

we chose the rate formulation that has the advantage of controlling the

time increment At by some certain criteria. For instance, one may re-

quire At to render inelastic strain increment within a certain percentage

of current strain.

If the rates of traction at the inner and outer radii r = a

and r = b are respectively p, and p^, the rate solution must satisfy the

boundary conditions

ar(r = a) = p 1 } dr(r = b) = p2- (1)

Since we have two boundary conditions (1) to be satisfied, it will be

convenient to select two basic variables governed by two first

order differential equations. In formulating the rate problem, we shall

use the deviatoric stress rates sr(r) and sg(r) as the basic variables

and derive the two basic governing aquations from the compatibility

condition (2) and radial equilibrium condition (3) under the small de-

formation assumption:

We note that the time-independent incremental elastic-plastic
strains depend only on the load increment while the time-dependent creep
strain depends on both the load and time increments. Therefore, in the
case of puraly instantaneous elastic-plastic strains without creep, At
may be a pseudo-time increment to indicate a load increment. In the case
of simultaneous elastic-plastic and creep strains, At is then a real time
increment indicating a load increment and allowing for creep at constant
rate.



er = 8(r£g)/3r, (2)

3or/3r + (Or - oQ)/r = 0. (3)

Indeed, the stress field is determined by the deviatoric

stress rates sr, sg and the mean stress rate s: j

a = sr + s, (4-a) I

0g = Sg + S, (4-by

az = s - sr - se. (4-c)

I- j

On the other hand, the strain and displacement field is determined by • lj

the deviatoric strain rates e , 4Q and the axial strain rate ez:

£r = er + e, (5-a)

i:e = eg + e, (5-b)

iz = ez, (5-c)

u = r(efl + e) , (5-d)

where the mean strain rate e is

\

E = ez + 4 r + e 0 (5-e) - ,

Therefore, we have six basic variables: s , L , s and e , eg, e2. In J

order to express s, ez, er and eg in terms of s r and Sg, the four equations \

required are derived from elastic compressibility, global axial ' •
' j

equilibrium, and elastic-creep-plestic constitutive relations. The i



detailed derivations are given in Reference [17] under the following

assumptions:

(A) Each component of the strain rate consists of elastic,

plastic and creep parts, the thermal strain rate being included in the

elastic part.

(B) The el •'.stic strain rate is related to stress rate by

Hooke's law in which the elastic modulus E and the thermal expansion

coefficient a may depend on the temperature T.

(C) Both the plastic and creep strains satisfy the incompres-

sibility conditions and the compressibility of the cylinder material is

due to elastic strain only.

(D) The plastic strain rate is related to stress rate by

using a non-isothermal linear kinematic hardening rule [12] with Von

Mises' yield function. The temperature-dependent yield stress (7Q and

hardening coefficient c are determined by a bilinear stress-strain re-

lation of a uniaxial tensile test.

(E) The creep strain rate is related to stress and stress rate

by an isotropic creep relation in which the effective creep strain rate

is distributed into components according to deviatoric stresses. The

effective creep strain rate is determined from a uniaxial tensile creep

test, and the auxiliary creep rule for load reversals recommended in

Reference [10] can be accounted for by modifying the effective creep

strain rate.

When Equations (2) and (3) are integrated and the two boundary

conditions (1) are used to determine the two integration constants, we

may then formally arrive at the following expressions:



sr(r) = Frfr; sr(r;, sQ(r), u(r)3, (6 «a)

se(r) = FQ[r; kT(r), sQ(r), y(r)], (6-b)

a £ r < b, a < f £ b.

The functionais Fr and Fg are derived and defined by the right-hand

sides of Equations (A-57) and (A-58) in Reference {!?]• Yhe variable

y(r) assumes the value of either one or zero depending on whether the

material at the radial distance r is or is not AC a plastic state. As

defined in Equation (A-26) of Reference [17], y(r) also depends on

sr(r) and sg(r). Equations (6-a) and (6-b) are the basic equations to

be solved for the basic variables sr and SQ at a given state of stress

and strain, and for prescribing rates of mechanical and thermal loads.
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3.0 PaOCgAffitiEC OWStPSWTKWS

3.1 Leading Conditions

An initial stase which eu*y l»e a stress-free state ae

base eeeperaeure or, in the ctsa e£ resesrt, a stressed seaee, in

inEcnsallv see up for each problem. The p«j»?leee loading conditions

are prescribed at each tisse seep of the first eyele. Included in she

loading eo iicions are th« eesparaeure at diserece eoincs shrougU ehe

wall of the cylinder-, %he mechanical *o»ds coasiseing ef e race ions at

inner s&d outer radii, ^«4 aver.nfte asisl eracEios>. AiEer«aciwely, ehe

nsial strain may be preftcj-ifeeri i»s£@a«l at me &nt&i srsceioa. Fey eseh

load cycle subsequcne co the iivat, the iaieial staco will be she one

which correspondri eo che end of the prcvlou.*; cycle and she loads tiro

referred EO ehc Eiae sccj> nuabe? of the iitst lead cycle.

tJ»e loflds are Assumed eo fee osf linear variation ia any

cwo consecueiue cise ĵ scps and, eSsercfere, when subseeps are reQuivctS,

the loads at each swbscep arc decermined accordingly, in order co

accounc Sot an inseanean&ous chango of Xo.-ttL-; ac n cine seep when chc

instantaneous cla«Eie-plnscic strain occurs without creep, an orcificai

cirae duration is introduced. Thus, if a time stop has no real time

increment frota the previous tine step, the lead ireremenes between these

two consecutive ciiae steps are assumed eo apply gradually in the period

of the arcificnl time duration.

3 •2 M-iteri.tl kroner ties

The maecrial constants input to the program are used for

calculation If they arc specified as temperature-independent. On the

other hand, if eemparr-ture-dependent material behavior is specified,

these material constants correspond to the specified base temperature of
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a stress-free state, and their variations with temperature are pre-

scribed by a subroutine.

The creep behavior of the material is based on a one-

dimensional creep test. A subprogram is used to specify the effective

creep strain rate for a given effective creep strain and effective stress

at given temperature. The effective creep strain rate is separated into

two pares: the firs; re does not depend on stress rate and the second

part represents the « ribution due to stress rate. For the usually

used strain hardening .-mulation the second part of the effective

strain race vanishes. nee the effective creep strain rate is assumed

to depend only on effective stress and stress rate, effective creep

strain and temperature, U is generally necessary to eliminate time

froa the creep relations. The program also includes, as an option, the

auxiliary creep relation troposed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory [10]

co aceoune tor the effect Sue to nearly proportional load reversals.

In such cases, a modified effective creep strain is passed to the creep

subprogram for the determination of proper effective creep strain race.

3.3 Accuracy of Rate Solution

The accuracy of rate solution is controlled by pre-

scribing a maximum number of iterations and a tolerance criterion. The

iterative procedure solving the rate equations will stop if the normalized

relative square error of the basic variables at discrete points is within

the tolerance criterion or if the maximum number of iterations is exceeded.

Another factor that may affect the accuracy of rate solution is the num-

ber of discrete points specified through the wall of the cylinder.

According to our experiments that cover a variety of problems with re-

lative tolerance criterion of 0.0005, it is adequate to use 20 for
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maximum number of iterations nnd 11 discrete points through the cylinder

wall. It is noted, however, that if the average axial traction is close

to or above the yield load, the convergence of the iterative scheme

may be slow.

3«* Cojitrol of Sub-Time Step Sizes

Due to the discretization made in time, the overall

accuracy of the field solution also depends on the time-step size.

In order to control the accuracy of results and avoid possible numerical

instability which may occur in creep strain analysis with large time

step size, we shall divide the time step of size at into substeps of

smaller sizes. Each substep is required to have its size &t^ satisfying

the following criteria:

(A) Atj should not exceed a prescribed positive value,

say, TQ.

(B) The plastic state should not change at every discrete

point during the time interval At^. Indeed, when the stress rate is cal-

culated, we may determine a tine increment T- at each discrete point j

that is at elastic or unloading state sc that when the stress increments

associated with Tj are added to current stresses, the new state of stress

remains within or on t'.ie yield surface. At< tr.ust then not exceed all Tj's.

(C) At every discrete point, the effective creep strain

increment and effective plastic strain increment should not exceed a pre-

scribed percentage of current total effective strain.

(D) When the material properties are temperature-dependent,

the relative error of thermal strain due to linerization is less than

0.1%, say. Indeed, the exact incremental thermal strain is
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£(aT) « (a + Aa) (T + AT) - <*T • aAT + TAa + Aa • AT,

where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, T is temperature

and A denotes a change. For the linerizaeion, we use the approximation

L{G$)<zz> s&T + T&x. Since AT = TAtj and Act = T A ^ • 3a/3T, we thus re-

quire that, for T ^ 0,

|(AoAT)/(aAT + TAa)| £ 0.GQ1, or A ^ £ 0.00ll(a + T3a/3T)/(T3a/3T) |

at every discrete point. A doc denotes a differentiation with respect

to the tiree variable.

3.5 Subsequent Yield Surface

According to kinematic hardening rule, during plastic

deformation the yield surface will translate in the stress space. This

will resulc in a shifting of the center of yield surface. When the stress

rates s^ (i » r, &, z) are determined and a time increment At is selected,

the stress point ?(Hi) will change to P'Csj + s^At) and the center of

yield surface QCa^) will change to Q ' ^ + Aa^) . Due to the dis-

cretization of tiroe and the fact that the calculation of £* and (î

may not have the same degree of accuracy, the new stress point P'

may not be on th? new yield surface with center Q1. In order to avoid

this difficulty, the vanishing of yield function is enforced in any

progressive plastic state.

cii denotes the coordinate center of the yield surface, not
to be confused with coefficient of thermal expansion.
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3.6 Cyclic Behaviors

In the case of cyclic loading, the program determines the

following field quantities at the inner, middle and outer points of the

wall:

(A) Cyclic growth of stresses and strains.

(B) Maximum-minimum strains and strain range within and

up to each cycle.

(C) Maximum stress difference5 (defined as the maximum

absolute values of the differences of any two principal stresses) within

and up to each cycle.

(D) Creep damage fraction within and up to each cycle.

(E) Effective and principal stress-strain histories.

We note that information (B) and (D) are the basis for

life fraction calculation.
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4.0 APPLICATIONS

In order to illustrate the applications of the present computer

program, two numerical examples are presented in this section. The first

example is concerned with a Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR)

piping component considered in Reference [15], and the second one deals

with the inelastic analysis of the primary inlet nozzle of the FFTF-IHX

(Intermediate Heat Exchanper) performed in Foster Wheeler Corporation.

4.1 LMFBR Piping Component

Minami and P>obert [15] considered a cylinder subjected

to cyclic thermal transient and internal pressure which were repre-

sentative of LMFBR design conditions. The cylinder with closed ends

was assumed to be long so that it could be approximated by a one-

dimet'tsional, generalized plane strain model. Before the cyclic loads

were applied, the cylinder was at a uniform temperature of 1100°F and

under a full internal pressure of 200 psi. The cyclic loads consisted

of two phases. In the first phase, the temperature was changed from

1100°F, through a short transient period, to 800°F, then the internal

pressure of 200 psi was instantaneously dropped to zero and reapplied,

and the temperature was then uniformly increased to 1100°F while the

full internal pressure was maintained. Due to the short period of time

(6.5 hours), the first phase was assumed to have no creep process. In

the second phase, the temperature of 1100°F and the internal pressure

of 200 psi were held for 500 hours for creep to occur. Both numerical

integration method [6] and finite element method' were used and compared,

The numerical integration program [6] used in [15] was based on
the aggregate constitutive theory [5], and in the finite element method two
separate programs were used: one for the elastic-plastic analysis of phase 1
and another for the creep analysis of phase 2.
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and detailed numerical results of finite element analysis were presented.

Here we consider one of the two cases treated in [15]:

a long cylinder of 9" outer radius and 3/8" wall. Using the same load

history and material properties as in [15], the present program was

used to analyze the same problem. The hoop stress-strain history is

compared with Figure 10 of Reference [15], as shown in Figure 1. It

can be observed that the two solutions have similar stress-strain

pattern and, more importantly, agree very well in the prediction of

cyclic strain growth. A similar conclusion can also be drawn from

Figure 5 of Reference [15] when the finite element solution is compared

with the numerical integration method [6]. It should be noted that the

programs used to produce results in Reference [15] are based on

plasticity formulations which are somewhat different from those used

in this paper. This explains the primary reason for the slight differences

in stress-strain behavior shown in Figure 1 between the present work

and those in Reference [15].

The computing time for this problem using the program

described herein was about 65 system seconds on a CDC 6600 machine. Our

experience with the program "PECT V" given in Reference [6] on similar

problems shows that PECT V would require about a factor of 6 more com-

puting time. It would require even more computing time using a finite

element program such as the ones used in Reference [15].

4.2 FFTF-IHX Mizzle

In the design of the Fast Flux Test Facility - Inter-

mediate Heat Exchanger (IHX) at Foster Wheeler Corporation, one of

the major interests of inelastic analysis was on the primary inlet

nozzle. Figure 2 shows a general arrangeme. .rawing of the IHX with
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the primary inlet nozzle. The nozzle-shell intersection was approximated

by a axisymmetric model in which the cylindrical shell was simulated by

an equivalent spherical shell having a radius twice that of the cylinder.

This idealization was justified on the ground that the temperature

variations are essentially through the wall of the nozzle. During the

operational life of the plant, a number of postulated plant trans-

ients must be met. A detailed load history study shows that it was

conservative to lump all of the transients into two types designated

as Ul and V2 in which Ul represents a reactor scram and U2 a safety

rod drop accident. A graphical illustration of these upset transients

is shown on Figure 3. The nozzle to shell intersection was analyzed

using the MARC-CDC program and the results of that analysis is presented

in Reference [18].

The use of the present program in the inelastic analysis

of this component was two-fold. Firstly, it was used to assess the

relative importance of the sequence of combined transients in the

cause of inelastic strain, and then to provide some information for the

selection of load sequence in a detailed inelastic finite element

analysis. Secondly, it was used to check the detailed inelastic analysis

results using finite element program. Since the present program in-

volved further simplification of the idealized nozzle-shell intersection,

i.e., the replacement of the nozzle by a long cylinder, it would be

instructive to consider some numerical results in detail.

The MARC-CDC program is a general purpose finite element
program particularly suited for detailed inelastic analysis of complex
structural components. A description of the program can be found in
Reference [19].
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From a reasonably inexpensive, elastic finite element

analysis on the idealized model of the nozzle-shell intersection sub-

jected to the postulated transient Events Ul, U2 and steady state load-

ing conditions, it was found that Section A, as indicated in Figure 4,

had a stress intensity exceeding the elastic range allowed under the

ASME Code, and, therefore, needed an inelastic analysis. The further

simplified model for this critical cross-section is shown in Figure 4

having a 14.17" inner radius and 3.14" thickness. The internal pres-

L re applied to this long cylinder was selected such that the average

hoop stress it caused in this long cylinder was equal to the average

hoop stress obtained from the elastic finite element analysis. The

temperature difference through the wall was selected such that the

thermal stress it produced in the long cylinder would be equal to the

maximum thermal stress in this section determined by elastic finite

element analysis. The mechanical and thermal loads so determined are

illustrated in Figure 3 for the Ul and U2 events.

After several runs of the present program for arbitrary

combination of Ul and U2 transients, it was found that for the cyclic

loads U2 followed by Ul, a maximum strain (circumferential) of 0.23%

occurred in the first cycle. This compares with a maximum strain (cir-

cumferential) of 0.29% which also occurred during the first cycle at the

critical location as given by a detailed inelastic analysis using the

MARC-CDC program [18] . The reasonable agreement of the maximum strains

between the two analyses is not fortuitous is evident from the compari-

son of hoop stress-strain history at the critical section for the cyclic
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loads of (U2 + Ul). These are shown in Figure 5 for the MARC-CDC analysis

and in Figure 6 for the simplified analysis. One can deduce a reasonable

correlation between a simplified analysis using this program and a detailed

inelastic analysis using a general purpose finite element program. Al-

though the exact magnitude of the strain range was not duplicated, the

stress-strain behavior of the critical section in the nozzle was mirrored

quite well. No study was made tr- improve the modelling procedure which

may have a bearing on the results using the simplified approach.

The computing time for the above simplified problem using

the present program was 60 system seconds on the CDC 6600 machine for

the histogram on Figure 3. The corresponding computing time using the

MARC-CDC program (49S axisymmetric elements) was about 11,000 system

seconds. The engineering effort required to use the simplified program

was substantially lower also.
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5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

A computer program is described for the elastic-plastic-creep

analysis of a long circular thick-walled cylinder subjected to varying mech-

anical and thermal loads. While a non-isothermal linear kinematic hardening

is used in plasticity relationship, the creep constitutive relationship

can be of general form including the usually used strain hardening rule as

a special case. Included in the program are the analysis of cyclic be-

haviors needed to compute creep and fatigue damage in accordance with the

present design criteria given in the ASME Code, Code Case 1331-5.

Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the applications of

the present program in the design of a piping component and a nozzle. The

results indicate that the present program provides an excellent preliminary

design tool from the standpoints of computational cost and accuracy.

Recently, there has been a great amount of interest in generating

design charts for use in the FFTF and LMFBR programs. The work reported in

Reference [16], which was completed before this program was available,is one

example of this effort. This computer program can obtain results similar

<~> those given in Reference [16] at a very small fraction of the cost, since

Reference [16] results were obtained using a general purpose finite

elu program. The present program may also be used as a benchmark against

other ;. ' computer programs.

It should be emphasized that the present simplified program gives

good results only if tlie temperature variations are essentially through the

wall of the pressure part as in the examples given herein. For cases in

which the temperature difference tends to create a high discontinuity stress,

such approximations as those used in this paper may not be valid.
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